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265.    The function Pn is usually called a L^^^s^J^n^gn of the nth order.    It is sometimes written in the form Pn(p) when it is desired to call attention to the independent variable. Eegarding one of the two radii vectores OP, OP' as a fixed axis and the other as capable of moving into all positions round the origin, Pn is a function of the inclination of the latter to the fixed axis.    The fixed radius vector is catted the axis of reference of the, function or* more shortly the axis of the function.   ''"*"'" "   w" ^Vi
266.    If (a', @', y) are the direction cosines of OP', we have by projecting OP on OP'     pr — ax + $'y -f y'z,
^                      . . ...
I       Regarding OP' as fixed in space and OP as moving about 0 we; /. feee that Pnrn is a homogeneous rational and integral function of th& .coordinates of P.
|        The quantity 1/H, regarded as a function of the variables (#, y, z),, is known to satisfy Laplace's equation, Art. 95.    Since this is true whatever (#', y'9 /) may be, provided they are fixed, it follows that, the coefficient of every power of 1/r' in the expansion 1_1     JV     P2r2 R-r>+ Tf* + i«   + ..................... ( }
satisfies Laplace's equation.
267. Any homogeneous function of (so, y, z) which satisfies-Laplace's equation is called a spherical harmonic function. Its degree may be any positive or negative integer, it may be fractional or imaginary.
When the function is such that it may be written in the form rnf(0) where 6 is the inclination of the radius vector to a fixed
straight line, it is called a ^ona^s^ierical harmqnic.   We therefore see that Pnrn is a zonal spE^cal harmonic of the nth order.
268. The expansion (4) has been made in powers of r\r' on the supposition that r is less than r'. If the contrary be the case we must make the expansion in powers of r'\r in order that the series may be convergent. We then have
i   i   py   Po/2 5-j:+-£-+-7i-+ .................. («>
It follows in the same way that the coefficient of r'n, viz. pnr-(n+D9 is a homogeneous function of the — (n + l)th order

